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Haiku emerged long ago from the ancient form of Japanese
poems called waka, or tanka. The longer poems (written in five
lines in English) are often composed of two parts, three
descriptive lines and two responsive lines. Without the
response, we have—Voila!—haiku.
Haiku are lightly written potent units of description, usually
containing contrast or juxtaposition. Some haiku can be
beautiful and concise expressions of nature. Others are short
pithy poems (sometimes called senryu) that comment on
human experience.
After the election I used haiku as a way to deal with the
immediacy and intensity of the event and what has followed
from it.
The last three pieces in the book are haibun. This comes from a
long tradition of haiku masters who in their travels traced a
prose journey with moments of haiku that appear as new
insight or vision. This came naturally to me in my reactions to
the stories of current events, and come from my own life
experience.
Note: Modern English haiku is often written without any syllable
count. The Japanese language does not really consist of
syllables. In Japanese, meaning is expressed in sound units that
sometimes denote pauses, silence, or emphasis much like our
punctuation. Writing short potent lines that do not overload the
description may be more in keeping with the spirit of the
Japanese original.

Kath Abela Wilson chose her pen name to honor her mother's
Maltese maiden name Abela. Mary Abela Endress (1920–2015)
did not experience the current onshore appearance of the
"driftwood monster" and would have been horrified. She was a
peacemaker and her international childhood made her a lover
of cultures.
Kath Abela Wilson travels to mathematics conference, musical
gatherings and poetry gatherings worldwide with her flute
player mathematician husband Rick Wilson. He accompanies
and inspires her expanding group of Poets on Site on historical
flutes of the world. The poets meet for performance and study
at Caltech, their own home, museums, galleries and gardens.
Kath Abela publishes and performs her haiku, tanka, free verse
and prose works during their international travels and at home.
She publishes in many anthologies and journals in the USA,
Canada, Europe, and Asia.

election day
high in the pine a squirrel
drops cones on our heads
Prune Juice, March, 2017

pink sunrise
the day doesn’t know
the bad news
failed haiku, Spring 2017

sapsucker!
the nurse log tells the story
of a thief in the night

low tide
a driftwood monster so scary
I throw it back

empty shells
the rattle and roar
of oncoming waves

morning glories!
the stalking intrusion
of deadly nightshade

my disbelief
all night the owl asks
the same question
Prune Juice, March, 2017

the ferns curl
both sides of the stream
questioning

keeping healthy
in troubled times
political haiku

political haiku
in troubled times
hair of the dog

hack hack hack
his raspy tweet
fussbudgetbird of prey

his thorny ideas
I plant roses
on every border
failed haiku, Spring 2017

2017 blues
the onset of clinical
voting disorder

I'll never change him
but I can make him cringe
in haiku

his taxing ways
I pay him forward
with haiku

in the pipeline
a thousand poems
of resistance

like 60's chanting
my hand drawn pink signs
say No! No!

10,000 steps
my everyday
peace march

snow-capped mountains
in the sea of pink
my flowery hat
hedgerow #105, 2017

statues of liberty
installed at the airport
"the huddled masses”

Staten Island ferry
my poem of resistance
and flowery hat

Staten Island vote count
I decide to change
my birthplace

a land of refuge
the evil hunt
for refugees

flooded nests
even native birds
get [out]surance

a real pill
embossed with a T
for Trouble

taxing times
making the trees
pay for the forest

white house
judgement of snow
on ice

surrounded by fences
danger detour no access
to the white house

rainy days
the white house shrinks
in every puddle

white house
whitewash men smirking
over bad ideas

checking the wall
he built of lies
his fall

spring break
he tries whitewashing
the history books

protest signs
even my husband wears
a flowery hat

cinnamon broom
if I could sweep it clean
with this

out of the blue
they arrive in an instant
angels and monsters

with her wand
mom takes a swipe at them
all the bad things

brave peacemaker
my mother said to build
on the fault

even my gentle mother
said beware
“no sympathy for our plight”

solar eclipse
he turns our world
to instant mashed potatoes

What's Wrong
When I was little I was surprised at the beach. All
that water and you could not drink it. It had
another purpose, very important, I thought. To
make that beautiful sound? Keep the world
afloat? It was a little scary and very deep. If you
tasted it by accident you knew it was a bad idea.
Now, since early November it is coming out of the
tap. They are serving it in all restaurants in the US.
The tide has changed. When did we lose our
innocence?
childhood reservoir
it was
such a beautiful thing
Hedgerow, #107, 2017

Election
Growing up, I did not believe in tomorrow. The
thought of it, and the decisions involved, took my
breath away. Today was enough to handle. It had
life-changing possibilities, beyond my control.
stop watch stopped
yesterday’s
homespun disaster

The Pause
When I'm awake I'm like our neighbors’ little
white dog running down our condo hallway at top
speed. I don't stop. But when I'm asleep, like now,
I'm about a foot off the ground all four legs
spinning fast, time stops. I have written poems
about this concept. It's very important. So I will do
it again. The pause. Begin again. It's early
November. Let's run backwards very fast, okay?
reset . . .
begin again let's do it better
this time
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